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Subnormal subgroups of groups and ideals of 
group rings. 
 
Scherback Denis 
 
 
Abstract.It is known that the group of Hamiltonian quaternions  is not abelian. This article aims to show that all 
subgroups of  are abelian and group rings 2Z [ ] and 3Z [ ] are not fields. And also finding all the ideals of group 
rings 2Z [ ] and 3Z [ ].  
 
 
 
 
Definition: If the ring K is finite-dimensional vector space over a field P  and satisfying the 
condition of associativity   
)()()( uvvuvu ααα == , Р∈α  
then it is called associative algebra over the field P . 
If we exclude the condition of associativity we get the general concept of (linear) algebra. 
Suppose K a 4-dimensional vector space with basis elements , , ,e i j k  
We define equality 
αei −=2 , βej −=  
where βα ,  is an arbitrary elements from P . 
  
The resulting algebra K  is called associative algebra of quaternions, its components look like 
3210 kxjxixexx +++=  
If 1= =α β , then we obtain the Hamiltonian quaternions. 
Check associativity of the algebra of quaternions. 
To do this, check the 27 equations of the form ( ) ( )=a bc ab c . We can avoid this by setting the 
isomorphism of the algebra of quaternions over the field R  and an algebra of matrices of special form 
over ℂ . 
Namely: 
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Equality 2 2 2= = = −I J K E , = − =IJ JI K , = − =JK KJ I , = − =KI IK J , it is easy to verify. 
This means that the space of matrices formed by the matrices KJIE ,,,  forms an algebra which is 
isomorphic to the algebra of quaternions. From the associativity of matrix multiplication we conclude 
about the associativity of the algebra of quaternions. 
 
Properties of group of Hamiltonian quaternions  
 
Consider the group of Hamiltonian quaternions 
 { }kkjjiiee −−−−= ,,,,,,,  
it is an Abelian group by virtue of a prescribed multiplication of the elements , ,i j k . 
Consider the subgroup  
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Statement 1: All subgroups of  are abelian. 
Really 
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All subgroups of  are cyclic, and hence abelian. 
Also { },= −eA e e  is the center of the group . 
Statement 2: The group of  is nilpotent. 
Definition: Suppose that the group G  has an invariant series 
GnAAAAE =⊂⊂⊂⊂= ...210  
This series is called a central series, if 0,1,..., 1= −t n  the factor group 1 /+t tA A  is in the center 
factor groups, in other words, if the mutual commutator 
[ ] 1,...,1,0,1 −=⊂+ nttAGtA  
We prove that the series { }eAA ei ≥≥≥ is central. 
Consider eA[ ]  
Let 
eAa ∈  
∈h  
ehahaahha == 1_1_1_1_  ,eAa ∈∀ ∈h  
so eA[ ] }{e∈ . 
Next, we consider iA[ ] . 
1) If eAa ∈  or eAh ∈ then 
[ ] eah =  
2)   eAa ∉  и eAh ∉  
1_1_1_1_ ehahaahha −==  
so iA[ ] }{e⊂ . 
Analogously for [ ] we can prove that [ ] ie AA ⊂⊂ . 
Thus we have proved that the series { }eAA ei ≥≥≥  is central. 
So  is nilpotent group. 
Definition: The finite normal or invariant series of the group is called solvable series if all its 
factors are abelian.  
The group G  is called solvable if it satisfies any of the next conndition:  
1) The group G  has a finite solvable normal series.  
2) The group G  has a finite solvable invariant series.  
3) Decreasing chain of the commutators of the group are cut off  on the single subgroup in finite 
number of steps. 
Statement 3: The group  is solvable. 
We prove that all the factors of the series { }eAA ei ≥≥≥  are Abelian. 
Consider the factor group iA/ . 
By Lagrange's theorem 
| |=| iA: | iA  then 
| iA: | 2=  ie 
iA/  is cyclic, and hence abelian. 
Analogous, 2: =iAeA  it is iAeA /  is also an abelian group. 
This means that 
{ }eAA ei ≥≥≥  is a solvable series. 
Therefore  solvable group. 
Since [ ] eA=  then  the group is metabelian. 
Statement 4: A group G  is metabelian if and only if its factor group by the center is also abelian. 
We will prove this. 
Let ∈2,1 hh  
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2121 eAhhhh ⊂ then 
1221 ee AhhAhh =  
so iA/  too is abelian. 
The proof it is in the opposite direction we obtain the converse. 
Since all the subgroups of group  are abelian groups then all the factor groups by the center are 
also abelian groups. 
In the end we got: 
The group  is not abelian, but all its subgroups are abelian groups. 
All proper factor groups eA/ , iA/  are abelian groups too. 
All the factors }/{};/{;/ eeAeiAeAiA  are also abelian groups. 
All proved properties are true for groups ,j kA A . 
 
Definition: Let G a group under the operation of multiplication and is an arbitrary associative 
ring with unit 1. 
Consider a set [ ]K G  consisting of all formal sums 
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in which only a finite number of coefficients different from zero. 
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It is easy to see that a set [ ]K G  of respect to these operations is an associative ring with 1. 
This ring is called a group ring of the group G  over the ring K . 
 
Ideals of group ring 2Z [ ] 
 
Consider the ideals of ring 2Z [ ]. 
It is immediately verified that ∈∀ ba,  next conditions are executed: 
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  (1) 
Let : , := =a i b j  
Then  
0ae =    ai =  
2ae =−   3ai =−  
 
bj =    abk =  
baj 2=−   bak 3=−  
The group ring  over the ring 2Z , 2Z [ ] is consists of elements of the form 
)()()()( 3121110130201000 kjkjieie −+−+++−+−++ αααααααα  
or if you use the notation 
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This ring is not a field because it has zero divisors. 
For example: 
0)( 2 =+=+ eeae  
 
We find the invertible elements. 
Statement 5: Let ,
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Then element x  is a zero divisor. 
 
From (1) and the fact 2∈Zijα  we get 
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Hence we get that every element of 2Z [ ] in fourth degree is the sum of the coefficients ijα . 
That is, if the sequence 00 10 31( , ,..., )α α α  is an odd number of coefficients is different from 
2
0
Z
, 
then the corresponding element from 2Z [ ] in the fourth degree is  
2
1 e
Z
 that is reversible. 
And if even number of coefficients 
2
0=
Zijα , then the element x  is a divisor of zero. 
Lemma 1: 
Let G  is a group,  
H is subgroup of group G ,  
K is an arbitrary associative ring with 1.  
The set of elements  
}1),/(|)1({ HhHGRuhuL l ∈≠∈−=  
of group ring [ ]K G , is linearly independent over K  and forms a K -basis of module ( )lI H , 
where ( / )lR G H  is a complete system of representatives of left cosets of group G  by subgroup 
H  so that  
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( )lI H  a set of elements of the group ring [ ]K G , which can be written as  
∑
∈
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Hh
hh GKxhx ][),1( . 
( )lI H  a left ideal of the ring [ ]K G  and it is generated as a left ideal by elements 
Hhh ∈− ,1 . 
Proof: 
If the elements of the set L  are linearly dependent over K  then in the L  there is a minimal 
system of linearly independent elements 
)1(),......,1(),1( 2211 −−− ss huhuhu  
Such that the relation 
0)1(...)1()1( 222111 =−++−+− sss huhuhu λλλ           (2) 
where Ks ∈λλλ ,..., 21  and 0≠iλ , Huhu iii ∈− )1( . 
 
Since different cosets of subgroup H  have no common elements, then (2) is possible when 
1 2 ...= = = su u u . 
Then the elements 1 2, ,..., sh h h  are different. From (2) 
∑
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2211 ... λλλλ  . 
Which contradicts the linear independence 1 2, ,..., ,1sh h h . 
Consequently, the elements from L  are linearly independent. 
Let 
)();/((и, 11 HhHGRuuhgHhGg l∈=∈∈  
 
then 
 
)1()1()1()1( 11111 −−−=−+−=−=− huhhuuuuhhuhhuhhg  
Hence the elements from L  form K -basis of ( )lI H . 
Proposal: 
If a subgroup H  is normal then ( )lI H  is a bilateral ideal. 
 Proof: 
 
If H is a normal in G , then _1 ,∈ ∀ ∈ ∈g hg H g G h H  
By virtue of 
)1()1( 1_ −=− hggggh          Hhgg ∈−11_  
 
( )lI H  is a bilateral ideal. 
Since all subgroups of group  are normal 
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Then using Lemma 1, we get some ideals of the group ring 2Z [ ]. 
1) In the case a normal subgroup H  take the whole group . Then the basic elements for 
bilateral ideal I ( ) would be the following: 
 )( ae +   )( be +   )( 3bae +  
)( 2ae +   )( abe +  
)( 3ae +   )( 2bae +  
that is 
I ( )=  
 
where 1 2 7 2, ,..., ∈Zλ λ λ  
2) Consider the ideals of the relevant subgroups ; ;< > < > < >a b ab  
})()()()()()({)( 3725433221 baebaebaeaeaeaeaI ++++++++++++=>< λλλλλλ  
 That is, =< >H a ,  rR ( 2},;{)/ Zbea i ∈=>< λ  
 
Analogously we consider the ideals 
)( >< bI ,  
>=< bH ,  rR ( 2/ ) { ; },< > = ∈Zib e a λ  
)( >< abI  
>=< abH ,  rR ( 2/ ) { ; },< > = ∈Ziab e a λ  
3) };{ 2aeH =  
Then {rR / },;;;{}2 abbaea =><  
})()()()({)( 243322212 aaeabaebaeaeaI +++++++=>< λλλλ   2∈Ziλ   
 
Consider the other ideals of the group ring 2Z [ ]. 
The smallest ideal in the 2Z [ ] is the ideal which consist of two elements 
}0;{ 3232 −+++++++ babaabbaaae  
It is immediately verified that the set 
aIbabaabbaaae =+++++++ )}()({ 322321 λλ   2∈Ziλ   
is an ideal, or 
})()({ 3231 baeaeIa +++= λλ   2∈Ziλ  
Analogously we consider the sets 
)}()()()()()()({ 37265433221 baebaeabebeaeaeae ++++++++++++++ λλλλλλλ
})()({ 3231 abebeIb +++= λλ  2∈Ziλ  
and 
})()({ 3231 aabeabeIab +++= λλ   2∈Ziλ  
are ideals. 
 
Combining bases of ideals 
aI  and bI
3 3 3 3{( ) ; ( ) ;( ) ; ( ) }+ + + +e a e a b e b e b a  and deleting linearly dependent elements we 
obtain a basis of the ideal which contains both aI  and bI . 
abebebaeae 3333 )()()()( +++=+++ , 
then the elements 3 3 3( ) ;( ) ;( )+ + +e a e a b e b  will be basis of ideal ⊕Ia b . 
3 3 3
1 2 3 2{ ( ) ( ) ( ) , }= + + + + + ∈⊕ ZiI e a e a b e ba b λ λ λ λ  
In the same way we obtain the ideal ;⊕ ⊕I Ia ab b ab . 
However = =⊕ ⊕ ⊕I I Ia b a ab b ab . 
It is immediately verified that the sets: 
 
1) })(;)(;)();)({( 222 abbebbeaaeaeae +++++  
 
2) }))((;))((;))(();)({( abbeaebbeaeabeaebeae ++++++++  
 
3) }))((;))((;))(();)({( ababeaebabeaeaabeaeabeae ++++++++  
are bases for the ideals that contain ideal ⊕Ia b . 
 
We introduce the notation. Ideal corresponding to the set 1 denoted by a aM  
respectively 2 - bM  
                    3 - bM . 
 
Again, combining bases of ideals aM  and bM and deleting linearly dependent elements we 
obtain a new basis 
)})((;)(;)(;)(;){( 2222 beaeabbebbeaaeae ++++++  
Ideal corresponding to this basis is denoted ⊕Ma b . 
Analogously, combining bases of ideals aM  and abM , bM  and abM  and deleting linearly 
dependent elements, we obtain the ideals ⊕a abM  and ⊕b abM  respectively. 
But 
⊕ ⊕ ⊕= =a b a ab b abM M M  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thus, using Lemma 1 and a direct check we got all the ideals 2Z [ ] 
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Consider the group ring  over the ring 3Z , 3Z [ ] which are consists of elements of the form 
 
)()()()( 3121110130201000 kjkjieie −+−+++−+−++ αααααααα  
3 , 0,..,3, 0,1∈ = =Zij i jα  
Statement 6: 
SupposeG  is a finite group, F is a field, A  is FG -module and B  is FG -submodule. If 
0charF =  or ( )charF G∉Π then there is a FG -submodule C such that A B C= ⊕ . 
Consequence: 
A  is FG -module, G  is a finite group, F is a field. 
If 0charF =  or ( )charF G∉Π then ( ) ( )AA C G A FGω= ⊕  
 
Ideals of group ring 3Z [ ]. 
 
Consider the ideals of ring 3Z [ ]. 
The group ring 3Z [ ] satisfy the conditions of Statement  6. Then decompose 3Z [ ] into the 
direct sum of simple ideals, we get the ideals of the group ring 3Z [ ]. 
By Lemma 1, the ideal of a group ring is set generated by elements  
ehHheh ≠∈− ,,  
Thus, the basis an ideal are elements: 
ae +2   be +2   bae 32 +  
22 ae +   abe +2  
32 ae +   bae 22 +  
Ie 
I ( ) 2 31 2 3 4{ (2 ) (2 ) (2 ) (2 )= + + + + + + + +e a e a e a e bλ λ λ λ  
)}2()2()2( 37265 baebaeabe ++++++ λλλ  
 1 2 7 3, ,..., ∈Zλ λ λ  
By Statement  6 exists a submodule C  such that: 
3Z [ ]= I ( ) ⊕C  
In order to satisfy the condition I ( ) = ∅∩C  necessary the bases of ideals I ( ) and C  are 
linearly independent. 
As C  we can choose the set 
2 3 2 3
3{ ( ) : }+ + + + + + + ∈Ze a a a b ab a b a bλ λ  
C  is an ideal in 3Z [ ]. 
Really 
=+++++++ 23232 ))(( babaabbaaaeλ  
Cbabaabbaaae ∈+++++++= )(2 32322λ  
Let 
=+++++++ hbabaabbaaae )( 3232λ )( 3232 babaabbaaae +++++++λ  
Thus C  is an ideal. 
We will prove that I ( ) = ∅∩C . 
Suppose the bases of I ( ) and C  are linearly dependent, then 
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such system has no solution in 3Z . That is 
I ( ) = ∅∩C  
Again I ( ) satisfies the conditions of Statement 6, then I ( ) can be decomposed into a 
direct sum of submodules. 
The set generated by the basis 
ae +2   abe +2   
22 ae +   bae 22 +  
32 ae +   bae 32 +  
 
2 3 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 7( ) { (2 ) (2 ) (2 ) (2 ) (2 ) (2 ) }< > = + + + + + + + + + + +I a e a e a e a e a b e a b e a bλ λ λ λ λ λ  
1 2 7 3, ,..., ∈Zλ λ λ  
is an ideal of I ( ). That is I ( )= ( )< > ⊕I a B . 
Let 
2 3 2 3
3{ ( 2 2 2 2 ), }= + + + + + + + ∈ZB e a a a b ab a b a bλ λ  
It is immediately verified that B  is an ideal I ( ) and that I ( ) = ∅∩B . 
That is 3Z [ ] can be decomposed as follows: 
3Z [ ]= ( )⊕ ⊕ < >C B I a  
Again using Lemma 1 we obtain that the set 
  ++++=>< )2()2({)( 32212 aaaeaI λλ 2 33 4 3(2 ) (2 ), }+ + + ∈Zib a b ab a bλ λ λ  
is an ideal in )( >< aI . 
that is 
DaIaI ⊕><=>< )()( 2  
in case D  we are selected set  
2 3 2 3
1 2 3{ ( 2 2 ) ( 2 2 ), }= + + + + + + + ∈ZiD e a a a b ab a b a bλ λ λ  
Analogously we can verify that D  is an ideal in ( )< >I a  and that 2( )< > = ∅∩I a D . 
In his turn D  decomposes into a direct sum of ideals 
GFD ⊕=  
where 
2 3 2 3
3{ ( 2 2 2 2 ), }= + + + + + + + ∈ZF e a a a b ab a b a bλ λ  
2 3 2 3
3{ ( 2 2 2 2 ), }= + + + + + + + ∈ZG e a a a b ab a b a bλ λ  
Thus we have that: 
3Z [ ] 2( )= ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ < >C B F G I a  
Statement 7: 
The set )( 2 >< aI  generated by the basis 
22 ae +   bae 22 +  
32 ae +   bae 32 +  
contains no ideals. 
To prove this, we use the Consequence of Statement 6. 
The set )(
2 >< aI
 satisfies the Consequence. Then 
))(()()( 2322)2(
2 ><><⊕><=><
><
aZaIaCaI
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ω  
as 
2 2
3 1 2 3{ , }< >= + ∈ZiZ a e aλ λ λ  
that 
)())(( 2232 ><=><>< aIaZaI ω . 
Thus we have 
3Z [ ]= 
⊕+++++++ )}({ 32321 babaabbaaaeλ  
 
⊕+++++++⊕ )}2222({ 32322 babaabbaaaeλ  
 
⊕+++++++⊕ }2222({ 32323 babaabbaaaeλ  
 
⊕+++++++⊕ )}2222({ 32324 babaabbaaaeλ  
 
)}2()2()2()2({ 34233221 baabbabaaae +++++++⊕ αααα  
 
 3, ∈Zi jα λ . 
Using this decomposition of 3Z [ ] we can get any ideal of 3Z [ ]. 
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